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"Six-Month Rush-Job": Ice Cube Tells Tucker Why He Refused COVID Vax

BY TYLER DURDEN WEDNESDAY, JUL 26, 2023 - 05:05 AM
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Rapper and actor Ice Cube told Tucker Carlson that he refused to get the Covid-19 vaccine because 'it wasn't ready,'
and that his decision cost him a $9 million film role in a Jack Black film.

"I never wanted to be controlled," the rapper told Carlson in the back of a car as the two drove around Los Angeles.

When asked by Carlson why he refused the jab, Cube said: "'It wasn't ready. It was six months, kind of rush job. And I
didn't feel safe."

When Cube asked Carlson if he's been vaccinated, Carlson replied: "Of course not!" 

Ice Cube, whose real name is O'Shea Jackson, then noted that the government and big pharma would face no
repercussions if they're wrong.

"But it's not their decision. There is no repercussions if they are wrong. I get all the repercussions if they are wrong," he
said, adding "I wanted to be an example for my kids. Make sure they didn't take it either. I was willing to stand on my
convictions."

Carlson says the rapper was 'attacked' for refusing the vaccine, at one point showing a clip from SNL in which they
mocked Cube's decision.

"I never told anyone not to get vaccinated, publicly. That was never my message to the world," said the rapper. "I
didn't even want people to know whether I got vaccinated or not. I was pretty upset that that even came out. I was just
going to quietly not take it and deal with the consequences as they came."

Carlson then asked if the rapper knew anyone who had an adverse reaction to the vaccine.

"I do, and they suffer every day, and it's hard to watch," he replied.

When asked about politics, Ice Cube said: "I don't believe in politicians. Politicians have hidden agendas. The more
money you give them, the more they listen to you," adding "Politicians only really pay attention to the people who give
them money.

After Obama was elected, Cube says he had hope.

"For the first time, I felt proud that America took that step," he said, adding "So that was a moment in time. But then you
look around, years go by, and not much changed for people I know, people I care about."

"It didn't change with Bush, with Clinton, elder Bush, Reagan, Carter. So at the end of the day, it's still the same as it
was."
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1 week ago (Edited)

Tucker is awesome…doing interviews with a wide variety of people.  Very interesting how much of Ice
Cube’s views and those of the ZH commenters overlap.  
 

Recognize the divide and rule campaign!

 

RedDog1
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1 week ago

makes me have a lot more respect for Tucker to do this interview.
in-the-ether
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1 week ago

Never would have happened on controlled opposition Fox. 
RedDog1
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1 week ago

Carlson is controlled opposition you nitwits 
Falco_
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1 week ago

If you can, please expand on this.  How is he controlled opposition?  Not saying he is or isn't
but very curious as to what led you to this decision.  

mcmackk-2
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1 week ago

Pretty sure that YOU are "controlled opposition". Oh damn, maybe I am "controlled
opposition"?????

Dumpster Elite
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1 week ago

His podcast with Rogan was good as well.  A lot more respect for Ice Cube
Stewmeat
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1 week ago

There are many people here on ZH that think every last person who agrees with us, who has
a platform and a microphone, is controlled opposition.

They are so pessimistic they can't even believe anyone famous could be on our side

Stranded Observer
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1 week ago

Exactly right Stranded- not EVERYONE is down with the elite's plans... even other elites. 
Satan's minions are a greedy and haughty bunch who don't like being told what to do, so
there is infighting amongst the ranks. 

 

There are Millionaires and Billionaires fighting this simply because they don't want to
forfeit any assets in the great reset.

 

Lance Boyle
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1 week ago

Tucker won't question 9/11. And if you won't question that...
JMRPete
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1 week ago

Anyone who is truly an Elite isn't going to lose any money in a potential Reset.  And, once
again, I think it is extremely pessimistic to think that everyone who is rich, who agrees with
us, is only doing so for selfish reasons.  It's only a slightly different take on the "every one
rich and famous is controlled opposition" argument.

Stranded Observer
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1 week ago (Edited)

>>The vaccines are beautiful!

>>The vaccines have SAVED 100,000,000 LIVES! 

>>"People with booster shots are highly protected"

Bacon's Rebellion

"it is a great vaccine. It is a safe vaccine and it is something
that works," Trump said.. When he appeared Feb. 28 at the annual
Conservative Political Action Conference, he said, "Everybody, go
get your shot."

If I wasn’t President, you wouldn’t be getting that beautiful
'shot' for 5 years, at best, and probably wouldn’t be getting it at
all,"..."I hope everyone remembers!"

“We got a vaccine done in less than nine months. It was supposed
to take from 5 to 12 years,” ...“Because of that vaccine, because of
that vaccine, millions and millions of people — I think this would
have been the Spanish flu of 1917, where up to 100 million
people died" - Donald Trump Dec 2021

"I got my booster shot as soon as they were available," Biden
said..."and just the other day former President Trump announced
he had gotten his booster shot."

"It may be one of the few things he and I agree on," Biden
continued. "People with booster shots are highly protected.
Join them. Join us."
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1 week ago

"The Science" knew it was not possible to make a "vaccine" against a flu virus. They knew
mRNA would not work, but they wanted to see how well it would work...so they lied and
told everyone it was a "vaccine" that would protect you 95+%.

Half the country, their political enemies, said "BS!"; so they "mandated it".

Right here, with Fauci's name on it...Jan, 2023

^^^ YOU CAN'T >>>> AND YOU KNEW THAT WHILE YOU FORCED EVERYONE TO "GET
VACCINATED".

Bacon's Rebellion

viruses generally do not elicit complete and durable protective
immunity by themselves, they have not to date been effectively
controlled by licensed or experimental vaccines

As of 2022, after more than 60 years of experience with influenza
vaccines, very little improvement in vaccine prevention of infection
has been noted.

[Trumps Vaccines] elicit incomplete and short-lived protection
against evolving virus variants 

none of the predominantly mucosal respiratory viruses have ever
been effectively controlled by vaccines

This observation raises a question of fundamental importance:
if natural mucosal respiratory virus infections do not elicit
complete and long-term protective immunity against
reinfection, how can we expect vaccines?





PREMIUM 1 week ago

I'm not Falco but I agree with him on this one. 

 

Tucker is shilling for UFOs and some other stupid stuff to divert attention from real issues.
He's come out in favor of gay marriage, which was where he showed his true colors. If
you're in favor of the gays and their wickedness, you're in favor of the whole filthy system.

 

Tucker is there to catch the same audience Glenn Beck used to - the people who know
something's up and are too intelligent/perceptive for the 80 IQ stuff on Hannity.

 

He tells enough truth to be edgy and keep the attention of good people, but he's not telling
the whole truth. If he did, he'd disappear and replaced with a more fully housebroken host
in minutes.

 

That being said he's still leading people further than many other media figures, and many of
them go on to escape the media ghetto (((the system))) is so desperate to keep us all in.

ChristianIsraelite
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He cant and he wont..
Gonefishin'





1 day ago

Not "controlled" too well then
cocoa2000
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1 week ago (Edited)

I wonder if Lebron feels any guilt about his son's impending demise at his hands.

I have new respect for Ice Cube. His stance cost him $9 Million. 

Pool Shark
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1 week ago (Edited)

What still amazes me is how many “healthcare professionals” are still unaware that published
data from 1990 - 1918 proved that vaccines don’t work against coronaviruses. They escape
the vaccine impulse because of the rapid viral mutation. There’s literally thousands of studies
confirming this. 

https://rumble.com/v2q0at0-david-martin-covid-is-premeditated-domestic-terrorism-an-act-
of-biological-.html

Z Free
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I like to repost this to some naysayers I know but can you provide links to the sources of
this information so I can back it up?

Basspig
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1 week ago

This was public knowledge during the pandemic but if you mentioned it you were banned or
silenced. I love how people who say "listen to the science" are always the least informed.

BillGill22
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1 week ago

I tried to follow the science and it kept leading me back to the money
WakeUpPeeeeeople
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1 week ago

Or the release of the "Pfizer Docs" that Borla wanted to bury for 75 years?  Did anyone in
the death cult read them or at least the parts that prove it's a bioweapon administered by
psychopathic eugenicist in any case? 

It was a big deal on twatter, etc. for a day or two and then... <crickets> 

Luddite Repellent
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Attenuated-whole virus vaccines are the safest, proven vaccines. The 64 billion dollar
question is why was an experimental MRNA method tried instead of the proven route.
Actually the question answers itself.

Dangerclose
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Of course, if viruses are not pathogenic (or infectious), then so-called vaccines are
redundant. 

iNK
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It was insanity provoking to watch Doctors and nurses trying to cure the cold in ICU.

O'brien
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1 week ago

I doubt it.  POS is too libtarded to put 2&2 together.   Math is racist don't ya know..
Stewmeat
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1 week ago

i guarantee he has already been ordered to tow the line and be sure no one thinks it could
have come from anything other than coincidence.

in-the-ether
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1 week ago (Edited)

I can't have respect for anybody that names themselves Ice Cube, hard to even say it
seriously, but I respect his decision to not get quaxxed.  I also don't like that he preferred to be
quiet knowing it was dangerous, it is cowardly and self-serving.  He was upset that the
news got out, but I'm glad it did, or we woudn't have Tucker interviewing him today.  Nothing
else about Mr Cube interests me, except his handling of the pressure to get quaxxed.

Bitclown
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1 week ago

It was enough of a stance to say no, quietly. It still cost him. He has mouths to feed and
didn't promote the vax. More people like him and things would have been better for all of
us.

HamFistedIdiot
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1 week ago

It's a personal decision.
Lord JT
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1 week ago

I have less respect.  the racism still drips through.
CJgipper
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1 week ago

Here’s Tucker on 9/11 building 7

 

https://www.mediamatters.org/tucker-carlson/foxs-tucker-carlson-questions-911-attacks-
complains-youd-lose-your-job-tv-bringing

fujiwara.teika
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PREMIUM 1 week ago

I wonder what Dr. LeBron "I researched this" James thinks now.

Icallputs
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1 week ago

I'm sure that those in power have already had a "chat" with him, and any day now, there will have
been an "alternate diagnosis" of what caused his kid's heart attack, and The Bron will be playing it
up for all the World to see, and vehemently denying that it could have had ANYTHING to do with the
"Vaccine".

Dumpster Elite
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1 week ago

Don’t forget that the VaxTards wanted us arrested.

https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/international-news/disease/dont-forget-that-they-
wanted-you-arrested-no-covid-amnesty/

Z Free
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1 week ago

They wanted much worse than that for "us".  Dildeau and the senile pedo channeled Hitler
over it.

Luddite Repellent
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1 week ago (Edited)

CNN Fake News "Doctor" Sanjay Gupta Yesterday Was Already in Full Cover-Up Mode on
Bronny James and the Covid "Vaccine"…

https://rumble.com/v32cc26-cnn-fake-news-doctor-sanjay-gupta-in-full-cover-up-mode-on-
bronny-james-and.html

He doesn’t practice medicine, he’s a propagandist! 

Z Free
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1 week ago

Street shitters make excellent janisaries. 
Teddy Bass





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

Maybe.  I am hoping that James will wake up and help.
So It Goes





1 week ago

What would help is making this video presentation viral. This is the Rosetta Stone of all the
Scamdemic history…

https://rumble.com/v2q0at0-david-martin-covid-is-premeditated-domestic-terrorism-an-act-
of-biological-.html

Z Free
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1 week ago

I generally respect your opinion, but I implore you to dig deeper on this issue my brother.

https://odysee.com/@Dr.TomCowan:8/covidsummit:09

iNK
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If he flips, Jamie Fox will too...
Twox2





5 Reply

1 week ago

How come mRNA gene therapy has been around since the '80s, and virtually every trial has been
a failure, and nobody talks about it?

gasoline & matches
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Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus helped him research this. 
The2yout's
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PREMIUM 1 week ago

Lebron's agent helped him research it by showing him how much his bank account would shrink
if he didn't vax. Lebron, like any of us, can't serve God and Mammon both, Mammon being
money. He made his choice and Ice Cube made his. 

ChristianIsraelite
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1 week ago

LeBron James has never gotten past the first page of a book. Look it up - use an image search
"LeBron Reading Book". He's functionally illiterate. 

Teddy Bass
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PREMIUM 1 week ago

I think we ZH commenters would be surprised at how many people think as we have thought.  I said a
year ago, (much to BB's chagrin) that the shot was an IQ test.  Ice and Tucker passed with flying
colors.  By that I mean their health was their first priority, which extrapolates out to their children's
health.  And his health was worth a heck of a lot more than $9 million dollars.  

Cpriestess
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I make anti-fewish comments quite frequently, and frankly, quite openly.  I'm talking about in public-
--not on a com-box.  I'm surprised at the amount of support and respect I receive.  

But I'm weird:  People can call me antisemitic and I don't flinch, back down, or try to worm my way
out of the accusation.  I embrace who I am.  If someone doesn't like it, that's their choice.  It is a
free country (or was).  And I'm not going to change.

PhilLeotardo
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PREMIUM 1 week ago

It's called Free Speech. And while it IS a Universal Right, only America's documents
acknowledge that rights are God given and Men should not be able to take them away.  The
problem with antisemitism accusations is ignorance.  That is why I rarely engage, the correct
answer is complicated and leads to disagreements.  Often with stupid people, who do drag me
down to their level and beat me with their experience. (thank you Uncle Mark).  I will say this, the
weapon so often used against Free Speech is unearned GUILT.  Deliberate misunderstanding and
the infliction of unearned bad feelings based on the "misunderstanding".  BUT this tool cannot be
limited to any ethnic group because THEY ALL use it.  The Vatican?  Completely misinterpretting
Christ's message and letting their whole message be "You should feel guilty" you are a sinner
from birth.  What kind of logic is that?  But it has worked for hundreds of years.

Cpriestess
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1 week ago (Edited)

Whatever, I have NOTHING In common with some gangster POS rapper. Sorry! Now all of a sudden
I'm supposed care what a rapper says about vaccines and vaccine science? ALL VACCINES are
unnecessary and health destroying. My kids have never had a vaccine EVER! The greatest gift I could
ever give them. They are the healthiest kids on the block. Tucker is annoying as well. He should be out
in the street protesting and quit media altogether. He's worth $20+ million. Nothing will change
interviewing people, writing books, and hosting podcasts. All the strong men with the means and
wherewithal to actually do something don't.  Mark Levine is the perfect example. My god the guy must
put out a new book every six months. Between his hysterical worthless rants and his incessant need to
write copious amounts of books he's a total joke!!! 

Americanski79
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PREMIUM 1 week ago

Speaking of hysterical worthless rants...

NotApplicable
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this is why we lose.
in-the-ether
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1 week ago

Oh you know Cubes lyrics too.. killing cops, hoes and selling crack
cnbc muppets
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Sounds like the mantra  for today's DNC 
The2yout's
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Keep in mind who was managing Cube's affairs during his era of "gangsta" rap: (((Jerry Heller))).
"Gangsta" rap was very lucrative for the jewish-run music business, and it also had a wonderful
"tikkun olam" side effect of upending our Christian culture.

Teddy Bass
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1 week ago (Edited)

gangsta rap isnt black, its jewish...like hollywood action movie and their focus on revenge and
hate

Swall-o-pills
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Yes but Tucker's laugh is ridiculous.  He sounds like a little girl when he laughs.
HRH of Aquitaine 2.0
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He's also grown a double chin since leaving FOX.
HamFistedIdiot
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He probably keeps minimal, if any, hair and makeup staff. Fox has a huge hair and makeup
department.

Teddy Bass
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I agree, Tucker has grown on me.  His Andrew Tate video was devastating to the globalist WEF
chumps.

Bitclown
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1 week ago (Edited)

Tucker is also “controlled opposition”.  Research his family bio.   ZeroHedgers shld know better about
not trusting the narrative.   

lynnybee
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'cept Cube was some podcast blathering about how America is as racist as it was when he was a
kid...' Cept it's that "invisible racism", systemic racism, that you can't see. 

Like non-symptomatic covid... 

Like I'm a non-symptomatic billionaire... 

MoneyMonkey
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My red flags regarding the plandemic.

1.) Big Pharma got congress to give them blanket immunity against any liability of their poisonous products.

2.) all counter opinions were severely censored.

3.) people were fired for resisting.

4.) no testing of the jab.

5.) “too big to fail” corporations were allowed to stay open during the lockdowns while mom and pop stores
and restaurants went bankrupt.

6.) my gullible mother heeded the advice of Fox News and got hers. A week after receiving it, her kidneys
completely shut down and she contracted a rare spike protein blood cancer called Light Chain disease.
Now she needs dialysis three times a week.

NO ONE can convince me otherwise as to the diabolical nature of the whole sordid affair.

eyewillcomply
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1 week ago

Note to the MSM;

These are the questions I want Trump/Bribe'm to answer in a debate.

toady
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Yup I go along with that ... he needs too come clean, what he knew and when he knew it.

Then name all those who proposed giving the CDC direct access too everybody's medical record
under operation Warp speed when they seem to be one of the major criminal players on pushing the
vaxx and lockdowns.

We also need too know why the current administration is not challenging how the WHO has taken
your sovereignty under their new pandemic treaty.

GreatUncle
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1 week ago

Big Pharma got that from the gov or they wouldn't have gone along with this shitshow

they KNEW their own safety data.  the GOV wanted this shit...both Trump and brandon so that they
could be the SAVIOR of the fire they started

rockinrole
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1 week ago

mcdonald's being allowed to stay open as a essential business, while gyms were shut down, was a
major wtf moment for me.

desertdog
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McDonald's were closed except the drive-thru.
Hugh Mungus
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mcdonald's is some of the most unhealthy food that can be consumed.

during a real pandemic, mcdonald's is the furthest thing from an essential business.

desertdog
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1 week ago

But to your point, the restaurants were closed inside.
Hugh Mungus
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1 week ago (Edited)

it's not about locking down/social distancing.

exercising is healthy for you and good for your immune system.

eating mcdonalds is not.

you would think that one of the first recommendations during a real pandemic, would be to
get your immune system working better.  that's the point.

desertdog
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1 week ago

 Yup, we figured that out after a few weeks of "diabetics & other fatties will need ventilators
whatever" me wondering wtf why no diet experts getting stuck in there instead of Ferguson
Fakers...

 

misitu

you would think that one of the first recommendations during a real
pandemic, would be to get your immune system working better. 
that's the point.
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PREMIUM 1 week ago

There's no money in the healthy or the dead, only in those with long term illnesses.

ChristianIsraelite
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Just part and parcel to the corruption. If you’d have premised your understanding upon that, you
would have rejected from the onset. That onset being circa 1970s.

wh1te_mag1c
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And lets not forget the closing of churches... but of course brothels were essential
iNK
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PREMIUM 1 week ago

That and the fact that it was entirely Khazar/Edomite from top to bottom. 

CDC Director Walensky, CDC Deputy Director Schuchat, CDC Chief of Staff Berger, CDC Chief
Medical Officer Wolfe, Covid Czar Zients, Covid Senior Advisor Slavitt, Head of Pfizer Bourla, Pfizer
Chief Scientist Dolsten, Moderna Chief Scientist Zaks, Blackrock CEO Fink, Blackrock President
Kapito, J&J Chief Medical Officer Waldstreicher, Merck Chief Medical Officer Rosenblatt and many,
many more.

 

Pure cohencidence, to be sure...

ChristianIsraelite
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1 week ago

I didn't get it because there was no deadly pandemic in the first place. 
Sprumford





1 Reply

1 week ago

IFR
Sam Adam's Ghost





16 Reply

1 week ago

So what has happened to between 7 and 20 million people? Did The Aliens abduct them?
DogPox





7 Reply

1 week ago

Prove it....
dontcare





12 Reply

1 week ago

The VAST majority of them died with a cold virus, not from a cold virus.  
Sprumford





13 Reply

1 week ago

Remdesivir and ventilators abducted a hell of a lot of them. Trust the science!
JMRPete





1 2 Reply

1 week ago

no.

very few people got Remdes

it was too expensive

rockinrole





Reply

1 week ago

7 million if you believe the numbers. We live in a world with billions of people, millions die every year,
we need the rate of change, not a bare number with nothing but a paid-for death certificate behind,
and the fact is there was no mortality increase during the scamdemic. After the shots, mortality
raised and the final proof it was all a scam is, precisely, mortality hasn´t shot by 200-300% as it
should have which is the inevitable result of messing around big time with the inmune system when
it is most needed.

So, to sum it all up, these people were killed by the medical stablishment denying them cheap, safe
and effective treatments available. Just by giving them vit D3, Indonesia reduced deaths by 85%,
big deal! Everyone who stood to reason and basic morals, like me, was obliterated. Doctors cashed
in for every shot, hospitals cashed in for c19 diag, aggravating the condition and put c19 in death
certificates. Dr. Menguele was an innocent kid by comparison.

Thetruthhurtsanditdoesnotfreeyou





1 Reply

1 week ago

They died of the flu

go on.. find the flu numbers

iNK





1 Reply

1 week ago

Yep I did not see vast swathes of the population like 40%+ dropping dead.

Then when they turned around and admitted it does not protect against infection and transmission
confirmed it was all a con too get the poison injected into people.

GreatUncle





43 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Way to go Ice Cube!

I too lost my job over teh C19 "vaccine". I knew that teh people who were taking that were killing
themselves.

#DiedSuddenly

 

fonestar

Capt. MegaHash





29 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

It was a six-month "warp speed" job

My wife was fired, after 22 years, for refusing to disclose whether she was jabbed or not.

She's gonna sue...bigly.

fauxhammer





20 Reply

1 week ago

she's going to lose...bigly
rockinrole





18 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

She has already won, chump.

Sorry to hear you got jabbed.

Tick tock...tick tock...

fauxhammer





11 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

LOl...Yeah, Tick Tock...it took 2 years, but a 4x "vaccinated" Liberal I know recently underwent
emergency surgery for blood clots.

100% "suddenly and unexpectedly" event...he'd recently had a physical...passed with flying
colors...facing death a couple months later.

Of course, the Trumps vax played no role; the cause is a "mystery"...just happened...his
number came up was the best doctors could come up with.

Bacon's Rebellion





3

1 week ago

Yes, very good.

The vaccines were developed years ago for deployment some time in the 2020’s. Trump’s
election moved the “pandemic” timeline up a few-several years.

Does anyone here believe that 4 pharmaceutical companies could completely develop
vaccines within 5 months of each other?? (Not including trials of course because there were
none)

Impossible. But they didn’t want to miss out on the payday !!!!

 

JRobby





1 Reply

1 week ago

Ha ha ha Rocky!!! You die soon, we all laugh and look for grave of you to piss on.
JRobby





2 Reply

1 week ago

Good for her! Bleed them dry, no mercy. They do not deserve the air their breathing.
Thetruthhurtsanditdoesnotfreeyou





21 Reply

1 week ago

You and me both.  Very few at my workplace were with me. The vast majority just bent over, and had
no idea why anyone would even be against forced jabs of an experimental fake vax.

FloridasOwnVladPutin





20 Reply

1 week ago

I'm pureblood.

Not gonna lie, I don't know if I would have made it had it not been for my wife and I hunkering down
with an "us against the world' attitude. We leaned on each other HARD.

What an eye opener, huh? 70%+ of Americans shoved that shit in their arms and then afterwards
looked at people like us as though we were the problem. Family members ostracized us. Employers
threatening to fire us (literally we were both within a few days of losing our jobs). Services denied us.
Friends shunned us.

Now everyone wants to act like nothing happened.

You're damn straight its time to move on. For me.

Vaxxies Heart Attacky's can't move on.

I remind them ALL the damn time when they get uppity.

 

Oh vaxxies.....    https://www.pfizer.com/refunds 

I_dunno_fly_normal

Oh, hahaha.. that was stress at the time. None of use ever really MEANT
what we said (and did, and ignored, and fucked over, and, and, and..). Its
just time to move on.





19 Reply

1 week ago

you're not in a Harry Potter book, dude

how tf old are you?  this pureblood shit

rockinrole





10 Reply

1 week ago

Nobody regrets not taking the bioweapon.  Enjoy wondering if today is your last, vaxxtard.
Luddite Repellent





4

1 week ago

The ones that did despise the ones who refused.

It’s actually quite refreshing to have no friends or family to deal with. They all jabbed up.

JRobby





4

1 week ago

I am a happy pureblood, at near 60 I do go for a run round the block without fear of having
a heart attack. Kept the wife, step-daughter and grand daughter safe by getting them too
wait and see.

Seem like all the time the government did sh!t too detrimentally have an effect on my life
worked in my favor for once.

Still breathing!

GreatUncle





4 Reply

1 week ago

Enjoy your booster, dude!
Bitclown





32 2 Reply

1 week ago

Really? Don't play politics but play race card.

chuckles_the_great

After Obama was elected, Cube says he had hope.





12 1 Reply

1 week ago

Good catch. 
Sam Adam's Ghost





16 1 Reply

1 week ago

You don't see that from the perspective of a person of color. Obama's first election seemed like a
symbol of actual objective equality being established. That people of all races could get behind a
leader who was not a white male made it seem like the west was officially anti-racist. Especially to
people of color and non majority backgrounds. That is of course until Obama had his own nefarious
agenda and showed his colors as an establishment shill and socialist leaning guy he was. Thus if you
read, Cube's mind changed to realize that all politicians are narcissists and willing to do only what is
self-serving. Which is why he said he stays out of politics now. 

CoolComicsC





7 4 Reply

1 week ago

non fucking sense

brown people are NOT LIKE WHITE PEOPLE

they do NOT share the same so-called fucking "universal values"

they are TRANSPARENTLY ethnocentric and tribal

there is NO SUCH THING as objective equality

rockinrole





Reply

1 week ago

This is why they have the problems they do.
gasoline & matches





1 week ago

I know my words will fall on deaf ears but I refuse to let a bad argument stand. Last I heard, white
people are pretty ethnocentric and tribal too. What with the Irish and Scots vs the greater British
monarchy. European history is replete with ethnocentric tribalism and only in the modern
globalist world has tribalism and ethnocentrism grown to focus more on
racial/phenotypical divides rather than national/local heredity. 

White people do not have universal values amongst themselves. What with free-love hippie
experientialists, atheistic nihilists, libertine upstarts, and conservative Christians running the
gamut of opposing viewpoints/values held among many of them.

I also find it patently ironic that you call brown people transparently ethnocentric and tribal and

CoolComicsC



1 Reply

yet do not see that within your claim you commit the same act by denying them the same level of
dignity as a white person due to their described transparent ethnicity. 

Objective equality would mean a mitigation of irrational bias to the point of negligibility or
irrational bias eradication. This is of course a philosophical assumption. I never assumed that it
was a reality in my original post, but that it was an ideal hoped for.  As in a hope that merit
overtakes irrational bias or prejudice, which is what was present in some during Obama's first
election.

In my original post I was merely giving a voice to the ideas that animated people to move into
action. Why it was more than just the race card thing with Obama's first election for some
considering the history of events at the time. 
 





1 Reply

1 week ago

Yep, he aint as bright as some here are giving Mr Cube credit for.
Bitclown





3 Reply

1 week ago

I believe the theme of Obombers campaign was all about "hope" and "change." 15 years later and
folks still repeating the gaslighting.

BallyhooBonanza





23 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Regardless of his personal politics, IC is correct.

No President / elected politician has done anything for the average citizen, especially Blacks. Even admitted
King Barry Obama didn't do sh!t  

 

Crawfisher





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

False.  By every metric, life improved for the stand up black man under Trump.
CJgipper





22 2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Obama was the quintessential "rush job"! No resume. How'd that one work out?
Sam Adam's Ghost




6 Reply

1 week ago

Obama was groomed by the CIA from birth.
Hugh Mungus





6 Reply

1 week ago

Indeed and Zbigniew Brzezinski was his handler. Also, he was born in Kenya…

https://web.archive.org/web/20040627142700/eastandard.net/headlines/news26060403.htm

Z Free





21 1 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Hats off to Ice Cube for his position and standing firm, weathering the sh*storm. Further he showed class
with " "I never told anyone not to get vaccinated, publicly. That was never my message to the world,"
Let people decide for themselves - true libertarianism.

RagaMuffin





Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

How about that a DVB, a downvotebitch, too afraid to reply   ; -)

RagaMuffin





Reply

1 week ago

It’s likely all the fk they give. Use Desitan. Apply liberally.
wh1te_mag1c





3 Reply

1 week ago

People were lied to. Few spoke up, and those that did were canceled. Or if they weren't anybody
important, their opinions were suppressed as 'disinformation.' The peer review science that is
supposed to act as a check and balance looks like it operated in lockstep to push the official position.
Which was, as we see in hindsight, a shoot-from-the-hip make it up as they go along opinion based
science. IE masks, social distancing etc. A free market doesn't operate perfectly without perfect
information, and this doesn't seem much different. Many weren't really given a choice as to whether
they took it or not (a choice between lose your job and take the shot).

It did seem rushed, but more it was the people telling everyone to take the jab. The peer pressure
came from all the wrong places, the usual corrupt authoritarians. Ice Cube easily spotted that,
distrustful of authority after a lifetime of experience of them usually being wrong.

Disagree with Ice Cube not saying anything. There's an ethical obligation to warn people of danger.
What kind of country do we have if people don't care if others are harmed?

Bullet_Sponge





20 Reply

1 week ago

Parents were vaxxing their kids but not giving them whole milk because it had too much "fat."
QE4MeASAP





3 Reply

1 week ago

^this^
wh1te_mag1c





20 Reply

1 week ago

1 in 35 people who got the Covid booster vaxx (3rd shot) suffered permanent heart damage. Happy Tisha
B'Av. https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1002/ejhf.2978…

tyberious





12 Reply

1 week ago

cardiac markers do not dispositively indicate permanent damage
rockinrole





4 Reply

1 week ago

Rochelle Walensky, is that really you?
Luddite Repellent





18 Reply

1 week ago

Ice Cube/O'Shea Jackson is no dummy. Good for you and keep standing up for your rights as an American
citizen. I imagine LeBron wishes he did the same.

Everybody All American





16 Reply

1 week ago

Removing Tucker Carlson, at the top of his game, was the best thing Fox could have done for him.
rag_house





2 Reply

1 week ago

Carlson could grab the janitor off the set, sit him down, and do an entertaining interview. 
Fishtowner





Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Certainly be more watchable than a Pelosi interview on MSNBC. 
rag_house





15 Reply

1 week ago

The "vaccinated" will be 2nd-guessing the jab every time they get sick for the rest of their lives.
Jack Offelday





4 Reply

1 week ago

for the rest of their short ass lives.  fify
buzzsaw99





15 1 Reply

1 week ago

Fun fact, the monster logo is 666 in hebrew
bfedorov91





1 3 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Could be 676, as the middle symbol deviates to the right just a bit at the top.

The downvoter can eat szhit. It's just a game. I'm not so sure the PTB even believe in Satan
themselves. Joke is on us. Just experts on psychology, unconscious and flirting with taboos to raise a
reaction from people like this guy above over some lame bs.

Make Rooftops Great Again!





2 Reply

1 week ago

No
dontcare





1 Reply

1 week ago

Well, this mango loco drink, ice cold! Sure is tasty. Hail Satan! Ffs
Make Rooftops Great Again!





14 Reply

1 week ago

My sentiments exactly.  I left my job, due to the mandates, for this very reason.

rag_house

I wanted to be an example for my kids. Make sure they didn't take it either.





14 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

6 months to develop and get FDA approval, but 75 years to release the data to the public was the final red
flag to anyone willing to listen.

The fact that there are now millions of excess deaths in highly vaxxed countries and this still somehow flies
above the NPC radar, just shows how little those people introspect.

rizzo





6 Reply

1 week ago

Coming up with a vaccine for covid was the same as a vaccine for the common cold. They have been
trying that for generations and have had no success. So, yeah. The poison death jab called the covid
vax was one of the biggest scams in history. Anyone who willingly took it was incredibly naive.  

LostinRMH





14 Reply

1 week ago

This guy understands. Don't trust the government. Don't trust the politicians, in any party.

And now we can't trust the doctors. The vast majority of them threw their ethics into the garbage can and
followed the money.

LostinRMH





1 Reply

1 week ago

...whats next, losing trust in the Scientists, professors, lawyers and journalists?

Oh wait, whats this!?

iNK





13 1 Reply

1 week ago

He should have pointed out how black people have been used to test vaxxes (Tuskeegee) and other
hossible stuff.  Plus pointing out that Bill Gates is still doing vaxx/poison testing on black and brown people
in Africa, India and other parts of the world.  

Ice Cube probably gave a better or more diplomatic response.    A lot of African Americans did not take the
vax but they still believe in masks.

Freddie





2 Reply

1 week ago

Bingo!!!
SwingingDick





1 3 Reply

1 week ago

blacks werent used to test vaccines in Tuskegee.

dirty, syphilis-infected joggers weren't given antibiotics, to watch the progression of the disease.

joggers never discovered or invented a goddamn thing, so anything out of their lips other than "thank
you white man" falls on deaf ears.

I Am Jack's 4th Account





5 1 Reply

1 week ago

Ugly comment, don't you think?
snow queen





13 8 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Trying to distance yourself from the hordes of leftist trash now, huh??

Sorry, that ship sailed. You backpedaled furiously when you were accused of so much as sharing some
philosophical leanings with Trump. 

https://www.rollingstone.com/music/music-features/ice-cube-trump-campaign-interview-1076681/

That and you're trying to create another sportsball league. Sorry dipshit, no one is buying what you're
selling. 

First There Is A Mountain

The president has allowed a plague to kill our people with greater speed and
breadth than any other group, while at the same time discouraging safety
measures. 





4 3 Reply

1 week ago

Cube didn't say that. The shitty author of the article did.
eatapeach





1 2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Here it is, in his own words. Poor Ice Cube (and his oppressive $160M net worth) and duh bLaCks.  

 

First There Is A Mountain

That being said, [Trump’s] plan was pretty thin — and they boosted it up in
several areas. Because the problem with all these plans, they say “minority,”
“people of color,” “diversity,” and “urban,”and all these words that don’t
necessarily mean money going into the hands of black families. They mean
money going in a big old pot, and we still got to get our scraps from the
bottom of that pot.

It’s not only with a Republican candidate, Democratic candidate, whoever.
Whoever becomes the president has to focus on black people
specifically. I love all minorities, but we have to pinpoint things to go
specifically to us because we are the specific reason the country’s in
the situation that it’s in, with the turmoil and the huge wealth gap
that’s now a Grand Canyon between black families and white families.
I believe anybody who becomes the president has to refocus on us as
a people.





12 2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

62 years old. Not vaxxed. Watching friendsand family that are jabbed get the Convid, multiple times. 

So Damn Happy To Be PURE BLOOD!!

Always liked the part he played in Law & Order Special Victims Unit. 

Never liked his "music". Rap ain't music, it's jive talkin.

cbxer55





2 Reply

1 week ago

Turned 60 and also a pureblood.  Sister has two vaxxes not sure about booster.  
HRH of Aquitaine 2.0





4 Reply

1 week ago

My sister and her son are boosted and jabbed. Both have had the Convid twice since their last jab. 

Friend and his family are all jabbed and boosted. All of them have had the Convid at least once after
their last jab. They're all pissed about it as well. 

cbxer55





4 Reply

1 week ago

I have traveled the US and have never had Covid!  I cleaned pit toilets in Wyoming and showers /
bathrooms in Montana and never caught anything.  Had chest crud for 24 hours and stomach
bug so either took Theraflu or Gatorade and was fine.

What did take me out was a blocked colon.  Having colostomy reversed in November.  14 more
weeks!

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0





Reply

1 week ago

I bet it's long-covid. 

If only we werent so unlucky. Why do we always get the germs?

iNK





4 Reply

1 week ago

Wasn't it Ice-T who was in SVU? 
Merry Misanthrope





1 2 Reply

1 week ago

Yes, I stated so above. 
cbxer55





1 Reply

1 week ago

Ice-Cube wasn't in SVU. 
Merry Misanthrope





5 Reply

1 week ago

fucking boomers
I Am Jack's 4th Account





1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Ice-T was in SVU. Who ever mentioned Ice-Cube? Who the hell is Ice-Cube? 
cbxer55





1 week ago

The guy in the article. 
Merry Misanthrope





12 Reply

1 week ago

Well done Mr. Cube.
dlfield





12 1 Reply

1 week ago

Cardiovascular problems including cardiac arrest, strokes, and brain aneurysms - all well reported.

Blood clotting issues are now well documented.

The autoimmune and neurological disorders are now starting to show.

Lastly the cancers as a compromised immune system is unable to fend off diseased cells.

boyplunger7777





11 Reply

1 week ago

The Irish singer, who goes by the name Shuhada Sadaqat, took to Twitter to announce that she had
received her second Covid-19 jab.

 

She ded.

HarryBallsack





3 Reply

1 week ago

I believe "shuhada" means martyr. In which case, now she is.
surroundedbyijits





Reply

1 week ago

Oh the irony of destiny, free will is for critical thinkers, only they can hope to have some control, if
the bridge still standing if you get my drift eheheh

BiggerInJapan





11 Reply

1 week ago

I didn't take it for the same reason and now I'll never take another jab of anything ever again. 
aegis551





11 Reply

1 week ago

are you stupid?

what if you need to get a contrast MRI?

rockinrole





6 Reply

1 week ago

If its a vaccine a so called vaccine or gene therapy shot I'm a no.
aegis551





13 Reply

1 week ago

what if you get cancer and they want to use gene-targeted mRNA shots to cure you?

you'll fucking beg for it like the sorryantivaxxers did

rockinrole





6 Reply

1 week ago

Go take a bath in your precious  mRNA.  Get lost, you’re pathetic.  He stated he won’t, so
leave it.

Robert De Zero





Reply

1 week ago

Tic tok, tic tok
Torgo1





2 Reply

1 week ago

I THINK YOU ARE NOT GETTING THE PICTURE.
zerozerooneone





2 Reply

1 week ago

It's jabbed to the gills and angry about it. It's only at step 2 in the Jabholics Anonymous program
so please go easy.

BallyhooBonanza





11 6 Reply

1 week ago

Ice cube refused the vax because he's a NWA.
Kasia





14 1 Reply

1 week ago

Smarter than most mindless sheeple whites who bent over and took it.
FloridasOwnVladPutin





14 Reply

1 week ago

Even in late '20, common sense should have told you that the Jab wouldn't work. They had been
working on real Corona Virus 'vaccines' for ages with nothing but a string of failures and dead lab
animals.

Yet, magically they found a cure in just a few months???

As Ice Cube said: It was a rush job.

I refuse to be a guinea pig.

Pool Shark





3 1 Reply

1 week ago

In other words, "uppity"?
Dumpster Elite





10 Reply

1 week ago

This guy is not a rocket scientist, he just has Common Sense, which I guess has been banned by GOG-EL.
sparkadore





10 Reply

1 week ago

Wearing a Monster logo hat, and doesn't want to be controlled. Question everything...
AUserDarkly





5 1 Reply

1 week ago

He probably gets paid to sponsor them.  What’s the problem?  You would turn them down if they
offered you millions to do the same thing?

Big Sexy





1 Reply

1 week ago

If he chose to wear the hat voluntarily, then where is the control?  I don't think that word means what
you think it means.

Turin Turambar





9 Reply

1 week ago

GOOD FOR YOU ICE CUBE. YOU HAVE MY RESPECT.
zerozerooneone





9 Reply

1 week ago

the interview was a little dry. 

sure seems like he's given up hope on politicians.  good.  we all need to stop thinking someone else is
going to 'fix' this for us.

it's up to us to worry about what we can control, to make our lives better.

desertdog





8 1 Reply

1 week ago

I would pay good money to see little brony flopping around on the court.  Somebody has video and I bet
that's some funny shit.

HarryBallsack





3 1 Reply

1 week ago

i would lmao.
buzzsaw99





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

I wanna dub over the video: shut up and dribble

 

 

I'm sure dad will appreciate the humor

I Am Jack's 4th Account





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

I'll laugh enough for the both of us.
HarryBallsack





8 1 Reply

1 week ago

Don't believe that Ice Cube is having a sudden awakening. He's just making the rounds on every podcast
that'll have him trying to promote his half-court basketball league.

ChiefJerky





7 2 Reply

1 week ago

When is Tucker going to interview Hank Arron??? He was an early adopter.
HarryBallsack





6 2 Reply

1 week ago

Apparently he is dead.
Athenian





Reply

6 days ago

He’s dead, Jim
bookofenoch







7 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Any of you dumba$$es who took the vaccine and claim you just didn't know and were fooled need to
realize that even hood rats had enough common sense to know what was up. 

HarryBallsack





4 Reply

1 week ago

   That's the midwit phenomenon. The lower quartile is dumb but is naturally distrustful and the upper
quartile is smart enough to verify everything. Everyone in-between are smart enough to know they are
dumb so defer all decisions to experts because they aren't smart enough to do verification and weren't
dumb enough that they are used to being taken advantage of.

gunsfromthegrave





2 Reply

1 week ago

Those willing to admit that they were fooled should also be wondering what else they have been fooled
about.

snblitz




7 Reply

1 week ago

I wonder if LeBron James would take Cube's call? 

"Hey Bron, toldyaso."

Merry Misanthrope





7 1 Reply

1 week ago

Ice Cube I saw him speak at a university years ago. He's a freaking legend and a good man. And I respect
him more than any of these foolish Hollywood types that literally spit their venom at everyone.

jmagoo





1 2 Reply

1 week ago

He's a black nationalist. Just so you're clear on his goodness. He doesn't want to live with whites. You
might be able to deal with him as you would an enemy in the 18th century across a negotiating table.
Maybe. If he's chivalrous.

Dionysius Crucified





7 Reply

1 week ago

He doesn't want to live with whites. ..

That's fair. Also fair for whites not to want to live with blacks. I don't see a problem.

Savvy





7 4 Reply

1 week ago

Ice Cube's whole career has been controlled by powerful jews in the entertainment industry - if he didn't
pump out the degenerate garbage that they wanted him to he never would have become "successful"

Falco_





1 Reply

1 week ago

yeah I like how celebrities that have enough F you money start being brave...but not too much. 
Toomuchtruth





4 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

People can change.  And you don't have to change very much to get redpilled.  It's pretty easy to get
your eyes opened if you just dig around a little bit. 

Stranded Observer





7 3 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

'I am not part of the club and most of you listening are not part of the club either.'

-Ice Cube

He wants to expose 'The Gate Keepers'

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KS_6tHlMDAk

Ice Cube got tired of wearing cardigan sweaters and acting like a p()ssy in Hollywood.

BLOTTO





5 9 Reply

1 week ago

Carlson is a gatekeeper that's why he never talks about the jews
Falco_





6 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

All I know is he is a showman.

Yeah, he came from compton.

So? I used to run around those and Long Beaches streets at the same time he was coming up.

Big fucking deal. We just figured out how NOT to grab every cops attention, the stupid fucks.

I don't know anything about that man other than it shows today, he got squeezed in the middle a time
or two back then.

It just doesn't pay to play in the jungle of politics and I think he learned that. Those entertainment  and
political people are not worth all the money in hollywood. He was safer in the hood.

I_dunno_fly_normal





2 2 Reply

1 week ago

you kind of lose a lot of credibility AFTER you've gotten rich off dancing to the immoral tune
Toomuchtruth





6 Reply

1 week ago

Possibly Team Uninjected has more members than the narrative suggested...
3.14159





6 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

. 
4Celts





4 Reply

1 week ago

Sweet I hope that frog croaks. 
Redhotfill





1 Reply

1 week ago

We all go away in the end.

Man in Black... aka Grim Reaper.

3.14159





6 Reply

1 week ago

If only Bronny had a dad like him.
Hugh Mungus





6 10 Reply

1 week ago

Fuck that anti-white piece of shit.  I wish he had taken the shot.
Nashville's Missing Tranifesto





5 Reply

1 week ago

Anti white? All his lawyers and agents are white.
Hugh Mungus





2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

.
PhilLeotardo





1 Reply

1 week ago

His handlers are bagel lovers, not whites.
Nashville's Missing Tranifesto





6 4 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Here he is stabbing Kanye in the back who had the temerity to dare to even think about impugning the 

✡

.

Well, thanks for clearing that up. We wouldn't want you to run afoul of them. 

First There Is A Mountain

"I hate that my name was dragged into this Drunk [sic] Champs bulls**t," Ice Cube
wrote on Twitter. "I don't know what Ye meant by his statements, you're gonna have
to ask him. I didn't put the batteries in his back. Please leave my name out of all the
antisemitic talk. I'm not antisemitic and never have been."





2 Reply

1 week ago

Being upset about being dragged into a controversy you have nothing to do with is called being
human.

Hugh Mungus





6 Reply

1 week ago

"It didn't change with Bush, with Clinton, elder Bush, Reagan, Carter. So at the end of the day, it's still the
same as it was."

 

BINGO!  But make sure to vote harder next time!

Sprumford





5 Reply

1 week ago

Check out John Campbell with the recent peer reviewed study from Switzerland. 1 in 35 boosted has
vaccine-associated myocardial injury.

rizzo





5 1 Reply

1 week ago

I respect cube, he's not like the rest of them, ye was starting to wake up too and got locked out of his bank
account.  Imagine if these two could mobilize their kind against tptb.  Remember, mlk was becoming
successful at convincing his kind not to enlist in the military, then he had to go.

Shrimp





5 1 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

That was a great interview. Looking forward to the next part of it.

Aceace





5 1 Reply

1 week ago

I dont know much about the rap world but I read that every rapper was afraid of this guy "Suge Knight".
When he would walk into a club people would just run out the back. Apparently, Ice Cube [ not a big guy ],
was the only one who stood up to Suge Knight and apparently Suge backed down from him, and left him
alone after that.

Says something about his courage and character, if true.

Brushy





5 Reply

1 week ago

Medical apartheid.
Two-tier society.
Your life is ruled by petty tyrants.

Never forget.
Never forgive.

"A man chooses, a slave obeys."

legalize





5 1 Reply

1 week ago

Interesting that a rap star has more sense, integrity and medical ethics than every doctor currently working
in the death cult, put together.

Never liked him or what he does but certainly respect his public stance on this.

Luddite Repellent





1 3 Reply

1 week ago

Give him a join and some beers and he'll tell you exactly why he won't take it. It's because of Who
made it.

Dionysius Crucified





5 Reply

1 week ago

Obama lied everyday, all the time. You don't get that he is the devil, to kill steal and destroy.

 

The great deceiver. Wake up, the system is set up to benefit rich evil dudes

Don't expect any change 

 

 

jeebeerocks





4 Reply

1 week ago

No one gets into the white house or other high level political positions unless you are one of 'them'.
The system is completely corrupt.

LostinRMH





5 1 Reply

1 week ago

Ice cube's stock just went up in my book.
Swirling Diarrhea Tornado





2 Reply

1 week ago

I bought early, been making a killing, no pun intended.
Hugh Mungus





5 Reply

1 week ago

A rarely discussed, rampant, and just as important if not more so than, the covideception-jabcine  is ...
chilren-vaccination.

What's the latest recommended count of jabs by age 10? 120?

Another iQ test that the majority fail.

onceyouhave





Reply

1 week ago

You’ll own nothing and be happy. 
wh1te_mag1c





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

It's the reason why autism is so rampant in western society. The aluminum, mercury, and who knows
what else is giving these little kids brain damage.

And doctors are happily jabbing away, just like the intelligent trained monkeys they are.

LostinRMH





5 Reply

1 week ago

I thought it was like 70-something jabs by the age of 5 or 6.  Any parent that does that to their child is
a moron.

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0





5 Reply

1 week ago

the entire federal cabal was 'excused' from the (((compulsory morality bioenhancement))) mandate.

Why?

truth is treason

grift is OUT OF CONTROL

Nutzz





5 Reply

1 week ago

Used his brain for thinking...unlike the other one, who did his research and shit and now has an 18 year old
son in hospital following a heart attack...

Andy's War_Hole





5 Reply

1 week ago

In 2-3 more years as the satistics are recorded..it will be a badge of honor to say you did not take the
vax...you will be in the cat seat....

youngman





2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

"Catbird Seat". 

Great short story, James Thurber.

chirp chirp

Man on the Silver Mountain





5 6 Reply

1 week ago

I admire Carlson for interviewing mr. cube.

he breaks out of the that red neck good ole boy box shows him to be a tolerant, intelectual, American
patriot.

Kasia





3 Reply

1 week ago

carlson...redneck?  DF are you talking about?

he presents like a blueblood, not a fuckin redneck

rockinrole





1 6 Reply

1 week ago

blue? 

ha get your eyes checked cuz u colorblind friend.

Kasia





5 Reply

1 week ago

Forgive her people, she's Polish.
Hugh Mungus





1 3 Reply

1 week ago

I accept gratitude for peeling your slumbering eyes open.  
Kasia





1 1

1 week ago

Why are you posed like that? Are you waiting for someone to present you with a pearl
necklace?

Or as a member of PiS maybe a golden shower?

Porkemon





1 Reply

1 week ago

I'm woke as can be baby, or is it bro now? What's your pronouns?
Hugh Mungus





4 1 Reply

1 week ago

I knew it was tarded when they started calling it the jab.  Who does that???
HarryBallsack





4 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Sinead O'Connor suddenly and unexpectedly.  Safe and effective.
HarryBallsack





5 Reply

1 week ago

SINEAD O'Connor has reacted to the news that US President Donald Trump has contracted Covid-19
saying she "hopes it takes him"...

 

looks like old donny had the last laugh.  tick tock vaxtards.

buzzsaw99





Reply

1 week ago

The Trump Curse
Blankenstein





4 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Yeah while wearing the triple VAVe satanic MONSTER hat....... What a HERO!!!!!

(And I never took and never will take the clot shot).

Time to get huge'





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

Can you explain that?  Unfamiliar with that angle, if any exists.
Athenian





1 Reply

1 week ago

Just Youtube Satanic symbol of the Monster logo. It's 666 in disguise. Easier than me trying to
explain here.

Time to get huge'





1 Reply

1 week ago

Ah.  

Thanks.

Athenian





1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

I can kind of see it now.  Upside down.  And I would upvote if that numero were not involved.

Thanks again.

Athenian





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

Sometimes a hat is just that.  

Everytime I have seen him recently, he is wearing his basketball starter upper thing hat.

Athenian





4 2 Reply

1 week ago

Always have respect for black nationalists like Cube.  He's been more or less the same since the NWA days;
hasn't sold out even when the system tried to co-opt him recently.  

Great combination...the Uncuckable Tuck and Ice Cube, waking up the sucker moms and the brothers too.

WorkingClassMan





3 6 Reply

1 week ago

He's NOT a black nationalist LMAO!

He's a capitalist, a pretty good one too.

Hugh Mungus





4 2 Reply

1 week ago

He's for his people.

https://twitter.com/icecube/status/1270753930494873600?
ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw%7Ctwcamp%5Etweetembed%7Ctwterm%5E1270753930494873600%7Ctw
gr%5Ec1c5fa9367ba6f87af867d6e898813846971cd50%7Ctwcon%5Es1_&ref_url=https%3A%2F
%2Fwww.redditmedia.com%2Fmediaembed%2Fh0f3xu%2F%3Fresponsive%3Dtrueis_nightmode
%3Dfalse

Anyone for their race is a racial nationalist.  Sure, he makes money -- good for him -- but he's
always speaking about his people, which he should.

WorkingClassMan





4 5 Reply

1 week ago

That's not a black nationalist!

Dang this site gets dumber by the day.

Hugh Mungus





1 Reply

1 week ago

OH well, I'm dumb.
WorkingClassMan





3 4 Reply

1 week ago

He's a black nationalist.

You're a Muslim, by the way. What does your holy book say about capitalism and interest?

Dionysius Crucified





Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Riba is haram and to do business fairly, honestly and justly.

I hope you're not ignorant enough to be conflating the two.

(Yeah, he's a black nationalist, lol).

Hugh Mungus





4 Reply

1 week ago

Well put, Ice. Just don't go paddleboarding for a while.
JMRPete





4 Reply

1 week ago

Obama has 4 mansions Cube, for selling out the country and allowing Hillary and Joe to run bribery scams
also.......

You can keep that hope, like a chef making paddle board sandwiches.

MysterySheepdog





2 Reply

1 week ago

He gets it. He had the same hope that Trump supporters had. After all was said and done, nothing
good came to the regular person after Obama or Trump went into office. 

LostinRMH

"So that was a moment in time. But then you look around, years go by, and
not much changed for people I know, people I care about."





4 1 Reply

1 week ago

Should have replaced Fauci with Ice Cube.

Would have saved trillions of dollars and at least thousands of lives.

I Write Code





3 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Both Carlson and cube were in a position where if they didn't take the Vax they'd still survive economically, 
many of us weren't fortunate enough to be in that position. 

But there will be a next time,  and I'll be smarter this time around. 

Shrimp





2 Reply

1 week ago

Too late but you can get a free doughnut and My Little Brony action figure with every shot so you've
got that going for you.

HarryBallsack





7 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Eh.. surviving economically shouldn't be more important than surviving biologically... You need to
adjust your value system

I quit 2 jobs because of the mandates while being heavily in debt... have some grit

Jz3rohedge





3 Reply

1 week ago

Quote of the video:

"There's no penalty for lying anymore,  only for telling the truth. "

 

Shrimp





1 week ago

After Obama was elected, Cube says he had hope.

"For the first time, I felt proud that America took that step," he said, adding "So that was a moment in time.

Steverino



3 Reply

But then you look around, years go by, and not much changed for people I know, people I care about."

....  that's because Obama was their boy too...

 

"There's nothing in the street
Looks any different to me
And the slogans are effaced, by-the-bye
And the parting on the left
Is now the parting on the right
And the beards have all grown longer overnight"

~ The Who, "Won't Get Fooled Again...."

 

 

 

 





1 Reply

1 week ago

 'Without music, life would be a mistake.',

Friedrich Nietzsche

3.14159





3 1 Reply

1 week ago

ah oh (((guys))) we got one off the plantation
Fluttergork





3 Reply

1 week ago

Meet the new boss, same as the old boss . . .

t-dub

"For the first time, I felt proud that America took that step," he said, adding "So that
was a moment in time. But then you look around, years go by, and not much
changed for people I know, people I care about."

"It didn't change with Bush, with Clinton, elder Bush, Reagan, Carter. So at the end
of the day, it's still the same as it was."





3 Reply

1 week ago

Ask Tucker why he didn't get it and see what he says?  The didn't feel safe thing is a good answer by the
way Mr Cube.  Who can argue with that especially with people dying and dropping like flies now.

Swampthedrain





5 Reply

1 week ago

I mentioned to my oldest dearest friend I wouldn’t be vaxing while it was still experimental. Rather than
express concern over my health and safety, she ridiculed me, “Oh, afraid you’ll grow another head or
something?” That was two years ago. Haven’t engaged her in any communications since. My brother
took the shot at the behest of his ungrateful whining MSNBC Democrat kids. His heart stopped
permanently six months later while he was sitting up in his Lazy Boy. Better he should have disowned
the adult sized brats. 

Fishtowner





3 2 Reply

1 week ago

Yeah, what is with the monster hat?

 

 

Athenian





1 Reply

1 week ago

Free or is he a spokesman for that outfit.
Imxploring





1 2 Reply

1 week ago

Pretty hard to just dismiss compensated product placement.

 

Athenian





3 Reply

1 week ago

Ice Cube knows critical thinking...!  I admire that!
Able Ape





3 Reply

1 week ago

Out of all the people I know who weren't "vaccinated,"  including myself, not one of them has had ANY
problems with Covid at all.  I know lots of people that didn't get vaxxed too.  None of them had a problem. 
So what were we supposed to be afraid of again with this thing?

Now the people I know that did get the vaccine?  I'd say that 75% of them got Covid and more than once
too.  The worst part of course is the unknown future health issues that the vaccine may bring about.

Taffer





3 1 Reply

1 week ago

So Ice Cube is smart enough not to take the quaxx, but still caught up on the racial issue, and thinks
Obama is black.  LOL!

Bitclown





2 3 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Yeah that was fantastic.

To be fair.  It was a big deal. For them. 

Flabbergasted Americans who happen to be African still want to avoid their dirty a** laundry.

That is routinely unbelievably violent and dysfunctional.  For approaching a century with no end in
sight.  Hey, we might even get to fight another civil war or three for them!   Isn't that grand?   Although,
until just recently, pretty sure Africans were not entirerly responsible for nuclear weapons and oh a
world wide genocide perhaps with "covid" vaccines.  However now Africans are the man.  Right
general cotton!?   The dude nominally known as lord Austin may agree and the general slated to take
o'millet's spot.  

Is there any ability to wonder if "normal" vaccines or drug use really f*cks this demographic up?  I
mean it may f*ck everyone up.  So, there's that.  

I think so.  I think so.  Someplace to start.  Get off the f*cking weed and really, really start wondering
about the sh*t being doled out as medicine in general.

Cuz, cous, it's pretty hard to say that wacked out violent psychopaths are materially less dysfunctional
(certainly more dangerous to others perhaps, nonetheless)  than White people tripping out on
commieism and gender dysphoria.  Or, and this is important, the misconception that everyone isn't
being equally targeted.  

Athenian





1 2 Reply

1 week ago

And that, sportsfans.  You like basketball right ohshea?  

This is a real good place to investigate what influence and for how long, communist subversion has
been f*cking with everyone.  In American holocaust.  That everyone just wants to ignore or ascribe
soley to someone or something else.

Wonder what the numbers to that holocaust might be?  65 million abortions.  Those dead and buried
from gangs and murder and depravity and drugs the walking dead.  And the dead from previous
"medicine".  And the walking dead and dying.  Quite possibly, from clot shots.  Or vanden bossche
and mutant variants a coming.  From so irresponsibly vaxxing during a pandemic. 5.5 billion times.  All
over the world. Getting a little serious now?  Sportsfans.  Bigger than "my d*ck is bigger than yours or
the color of somebody's skin?"  Or all this other bullsh*t everyone thinks is important..

 

And I'm supposed to give a sh*t about Russia and China?

No...thanks. 

Athenian





3 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

"Our new Constitution is now established, and has an appearance that promises permanency; but in this
world nothing can be said to be certain, except death from vaxes."

- Benjamin Franklin

DivisionBell





3 Reply

1 week ago

They mentioned Adam Silver, the NBA Commissioner.  He is on the Board of Trustees for the Rockefeller
Foundation.   

https://www.rockefellerfoundation.org/profile/adam-silver/  

Enraged





3 1 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

He didn't even have to use his AK...

MattDamon





3 Reply

1 week ago

Except it was made before COVID was released.
Badsamm





4 Reply

1 week ago

So totally trustworthy then. LOL
DrakeProto





1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

they only lied about it, for our own good.
desertdog





1 Reply

1 week ago

Yes, let’s tictoc choreograph it. Before the  angels of death move on to climate change.
wh1te_mag1c





2 Reply

1 week ago

All those that said no like I did are my personal heroes! (Tip of the hat to Ice Cube)
RealRRic





2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

I'm old enough to remember Easy E.   Then Ice Cube becomes a movie star.  I did listen to that record a lot
back in the 90's.   Strait outta Compton. How about Tupac?   C Dolores Tucker, she's a Muthr f*ckr.   !!   
gangsta gangsta

 

What I found interesting in the interview is the use of Eric Satie's music near the end, pretty sure it was
some part of Gymnopedies, part 1 possibly.    Glad to see Tucker still has a good producer. 

None of those fools will EVER be as cool as Eric Satie, as if it matters at this point. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erik_Satie#/media/File:Erik_Satie_en_1909.PNG

I'll never know, but I do not think anyone will still have much interest in NWA's music in 100 years, other
than for academic interests.    Unlike Eric Satie.  Nearly 150 years later. Sounds better than ever. 

Long Pallet Jacks





1 Reply

1 week ago

I have never heard of Satie but I am a big fan of Freddie Chopin. I will check it out.

Thanks.

Orly





2 Reply

1 week ago

His name was Hank Aaron. 

Cobra!

Cobra Commander





2 3 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Interviews driving around LA?  Well, don't start any of that carpool karaoke crap, Tucker.  I don't like you
THAT much.

Ura Bonehead





2 10 Reply

1 week ago

That groid might have a 3 digit IQ. 
Redhotfill





5 2 Reply

1 week ago

His studio is probably worth more than your lineage.
Gyromancer





2 Reply

1 week ago

To the Yankee empire:

Troof hurts, so hurt me.

Tampons for Carrie White 1971





2 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

I am glad Ice Tea was smart enough to protect himself and his family.  If only he was Christian enough to
want to help others too.

LeBron, who failed to protect is family, is also facing the Christian question.

Why not admit what happened, get the message out, and help save countless other children from death,
shorten lives, and a loss of various abilities?

snblitz





2 2 Reply

1 week ago

Ice Cube for President!
snow queen





2 Reply

1 week ago

I assume Monster Beverage Company and Monster Energy have over 100 employees and are based in
California which means they mandated their employees to get vaxterminated by federal edict.  I guess it's
okay though since Mr. Cube didn't have to.

buzzsaw99





2 Reply

1 week ago

Next thing you know, Ice Cube will yelling at people to get off his lawn.
goldfingered





2 6 Reply

1 week ago

I get my medical advice from Ice Tea because he has a Ph.D in virology and another one in immunology. 
Ponce de León





5 Reply

1 week ago

Just the PHD Gates, Bourla, et al have.
WatchOutForThatTree





Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

hows the bugwich?

Archimedes bathwater





1 Reply

1 week ago

no, you fall for demons like Fauxi
Somebody from Berlin





Reply

1 week ago

---28,035.
surroundedbyijits





2 Reply

1 week ago

Is that Ice Cube or Ice-T?
Brex





2 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Ice cube.  Ice t is making peloton commercials or something last I saw.

Wait!  A cereal commercial!  Honey bunches of oats.  The cop killer, uh singer?   Who later went on to
be a very hip cop on a TV show is now selling children's cereal.  "It's not just for kids yo!"

We are living in a looney f*cking bin with saints cube, le broney, snoop doggy and iced tee hee calling
the faithful to mass.  

So excuse me!  For noticing!  Just in case, yo.

Isaiah 5:20

King James Version

20 Woe unto them that call evil good, and good evil; that put darkness for light, and light for darkness;
that put bitter for sweet, and sweet for bitter!

Athenian





Reply

1 week ago

Not sure.  Not a rap fan.
HRH of Aquitaine 2.0





2 3 Reply

1 week ago

Plenty of people were threatened with their jobs who don't make 7 figures a year. I find it hard to feel sorry
for a celebrity who thinks they lost a gig because they didn't make 7 figures because they didn't subscribe
to the mandated BS. 

He should join in on the numerous class action suits or just bring one himself. He can afford it. 

 

ThomasJefferson69





1 Reply

1 week ago

He wasn't asking for pity
snow queen





1 2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

And I won't offer it. Tucker should interview a couple thousand average Americans and Vets who
were forced out for the same issue. Stop giving these liberal celebs special air time.  They aren't
special, they are overpaid mouth peices. 

ThomasJefferson69





2 Reply

1 week ago

Isn't Mr. Black a has been D list actor who pretends to play guitar?

 

NoSoyBoys

...a Jack Black film





4 Reply

1 week ago

No, he plays AT the guitar, crappily.
AUserDarkly





1 Reply

1 week ago

He was great getting shot up in Jackal.
lasvegaspersona





1 Reply

1 week ago

HAHAHAHA good one >.<
AUserDarkly





Reply

1 week ago

Didn't he culturally appropriate playing a chinese panda?
WeCycledElectrons





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

Good  Choice 
Cloud9.5





2 2 Reply

1 week ago

That dude is legit.   A proper skeptic, who rightfully doesn't trust the Man.   I've always liked him.

(Not Tucker BTW, that guy is a tool)

 

nihilistic_mystic





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

I caught a snippet of Cube's appearance on Rogan.

Rogan said something to the effect of if "something" went wrong, you'd give $9M to get your health
back.

Not even a Rogan fan, but I thought that was definitely worth a nod (I don't tweet).

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado





2 Reply

1 week ago

LOL   Ice-T wearing the symbol of 666

Does he know?

for those of you that don't know, the Monster energy symbol is written in Hebrew and displays as '666'.  Vav
vav vav

six hundred sixty six

 

RevoltByThePeople





2 Reply

1 week ago

Yep, and there is an all seeing eye on the FRN one dollar bill. This stuff is everywhere, and we can't get
away from it, we can only be mindful of it. 

LostinRMH





Reply

1 week ago

Satan's son's name will add up to 666.
the inspired scriptures say it takes wisdom from YAHweh to be able to calculate the name. All who
cannot calculate the name, shall wonder after the beast.
my number is 600, what is yours? 

lonestarst8





2 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

are you a kabbalist?

 

DivisionBell





Reply

1 week ago

so satans sons name is

 

zzzzzzzz zzzzz zzzzzzzzzzzzz?

I Am Jack's 4th Account





2 8 Reply

1 week ago

Oh 9 million dollars?  Golly, haven't heard that now about 5 times.  Good job buddy!  Gosh I wish I could
turn down 9 million dollars and tell everyone about it.  Not really.  How much do you remember about eye of
a needle and camels?  Or something about Matt 6?  Well carry on dude.  

This is what passes for the vanguard of liberal and African supremacist thought leading the blind out
of darkness!??

Oh my gosh.  Jesus help us.

You didn't want your personal decision to not get the clot shots to be about you saying anything!  To anyone
else.  Because that's not your style. .or something.

Hey what is your style cube?

Making lots of money by looking like you are about to murder everyone and especially crackers.

That's cool.  And very profitable apparently. 

I don't have to give you a pat on the back man.  For doing what's right.  Somebody giving me a pat on the
back..?  (I might even keep p*ssing you or other Africans off.  Yeah there's that 1st Amendment thing!  See
how that works?  Everyone gets a say.  Even if sometimes it sure seems like that's a very interesting
problem for some.)

I don't think so. Quite the reverse more than possibly.

 

Do you finally see how clot shots might be the rally point?   If Jesus isn't going to cut it for everyone.  Of
course.

Hey, you can always murder us later.

 

 

Athenian





4 2 Reply

1 week ago

Wow, there is a lot of hate in you.
LostinRMH





3 2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

I dont like the passive aggressive snark, Just say what you mean. Comes across bad
Brushy





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

Respect for Ice Cube.  
PMS Mainstreeter





2 2 Reply

1 week ago

Having $160 million in the bank gives him the option to refuse many things. The average working schlub
had to just go along with it and hopefully not have a coronary.

Drink Feck Arse Girls





6 Reply

1 week ago

No, we didn't. 
Hugh Mungus





3 1 Reply

1 week ago

He does have money, but I respect his character. He was willing to stand apart from mainstream
society, from all the pressure, and didn't give in. 

LostinRMH





2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Here's an interview suggestion:  Tucker Carlson interviews....Louis Farrakhan.
PhilLeotardo





2 2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

A Clever person will pull Tucker apart, one political bias after the other. I assume Louis Farrakhan is a
very bright man. 

That pod





2 Reply

1 week ago

As tempting as it is, I just don't trust Tucker. I notice the same bias in all conservative media. They
try to shift the blame for all the current woes onto Democrats, while the Republicans are just as
corrupt. 

LostinRMH





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

Yes, if they are trying to blame democrats, they are fakes. It just feeds the division story. 
That pod







DISCRIMINATION NOTICE PRIVACY POLICY DISCLOSURE ADVERTISE WITH ZEROHEDGE

1 1 Reply



2 Reply

1 week ago

A normal, self-reliant human with a brain.

Good for him.

I am confused by people still walking around with masks.

The world is going insane and there is not much we can do to change that. We have to try to find a way not
to become part of the insanity - to lead rational, constructive, meaningful lives not allowing ourselves to be
manipulated into becoming part of the insanity (they are setting us against each-other).

mendigo





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

That NWA OG lives up to his roots.....
HoodersDam





1 Reply

1 week ago

He was never a gangsta but he played one on records and in movies. 
Hugh Mungus





2 1 Reply

1 week ago

Worse than rushed, it was decades in the making, even worse.
AtlantaJogger





2 7 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

You know you've fallen on hard times when the only guy who will appear on your show is a rapper whose
best days are 30 years in the rear view mirror.

Ponce de León





3 Reply

1 week ago

Would you finally go somewhere else? ZH isn’t for you. The only reason you are here is because you
are a sadist and psychopath and I’m not trying to be mean. 

GoldenAgeTurned2Stone





4 Reply

1 week ago

Like other woketards he is limited to ad hominem attacks because he can't think for himself enough
to say anything resembling a valid point.

DrakeProto





3 Reply

1 week ago

I have to say that I did enjoy his performances in Law and Order from 20 years ago
Ponce de León





3 Reply

1 week ago

omg  ignore
Man on the Silver Mountain





5 Reply

1 week ago

All you Zero-tards are trapped in an echo chamber.  You think your insane views are widely held.
They are not. I'm performing a public service by telling you that you are all batshit crazy.

Ponce de León





3 Reply

1 week ago

you do realize the majority of people are stupid, right?

so anytime you are on the majority's side, you agree with mostly stupid people?

desertdog





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

when you are in the minority, most of them are also stupid people

argumentum ad populum's being a logical fallacy does NOT imply that the converse is true

argumentum ad non populum is ALSO a logical fallacy

rockinrole





1 week ago

agreed. covid made me realize that someday, i may be a minority of one. 

l learned to trust and stand by my intuition, regardless of the noise around me.   everybody
should do the same.

 

desertdog





2 Reply

1 week ago

I am definitely a minority here. So whose the stupid one?
Ponce de León





2

1 week ago

obviously, you.
desertdog





2 1

1 week ago

the guy who doesn't know whose from who's
rockinrole





2 Reply

1 week ago

Why did he have hope when Obongo was elected? Wish he'd be specific.

Was he hoping people in his tax bracket would finally be made to "pay their fair share"?

StuffyourVAXX





Reply

1 week ago

same reason many have hope that the republicans: all politicians are con artists.
desertdog





2 2 Reply

1 week ago

Monster uses 666 in their branding tho.

🎭

 'Globull 247 - 'The Gators of Martha's Vineyard Strike Again.' Gekko Jr 

🎭





2 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

How adorable. Look at all the so-called hardcore conservative white folks suddenly genuflect before the low
IQ troglodyte because he suddenly shares an opinion you find palatable. 

Let's listen to him wax philosophical about "Trump-era racism" before holding him up as a paragon of virtue
and conservatism, shall we?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=65tho0ZANwE

First There Is A Mountain





2 4 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Did Tucker the Nitwit discuss UFOs with this Rhodes Scholar lmao
Falco_





2 Reply

PREMIUM 1 week ago

Talking Heads - Once in a Lifetime (Official Video) - YouTube

PandaDog





2 7 Reply

1 week ago

And everything is alright
I got a beep from Kim, and she can *&^* all night
Called up the homies, and I'm askin' y'all
Which park, are y'all playin' basketball?
Get me on the court and I'm trouble
Last week fucked around and got a triple-double
Freakin' n!&&@$ every way like MJ
I can't believe, today was a good day, sh!t

Drove to the pad and hit the showers
Didn't even get no static from them cowards
'Cause just yesterday, them fools tried to blast me
Saw the police, and they rolled right past me
No flexin', didn't even look in a n!$$@'s direction
As I ran the intersection
Went to Short Dog's house, they was watchin' Yo! MTV Raps
What's the haps on the craps?

Shake 'em up, shake 'em up, shake 'em up, shake 'em!
Roll 'em in a circle of n!&&@$, and watch me break 'em
Wit' the seven, 7-11, 7-11
Seven, even back do' Lil Joe
I picked up the cash flow
Then we played bones, and I'm yellin' "Domino!"
Plus nobody I know got killed in South Central LA
Today was a good day, shit!

Left my n!&&@$'s house paid
Picked up a girl been tryna fuck since the 12th grade
It's ironic, I had the brew, she had the chronic
The Lakers beat the Supersonics
I felt on her big fat fanny
Pulled out the jammy and killed the punani
And my dick runs deep, so deep, so deep
Put her ass to sleep

Woke her up around one
She didn't hesitate to call Ice Cube the top gun
Drove her to the pad and I'm coastin'
Took another sip of the potion, hit the three-wheel motion
I was glad everything had worked out
Dropped her ass off, and then chirped out

Today was like one of those fly dreams
Didn't even see a berry flashin' those high beams
No helicopter lookin' for a murder
Two in the mornin', got the Fatburger
Even saw the lights of the Goodyear Blimp
And it read, "Ice Cube's a Pimp!" (yeah)
Drunk as hell, but no throwin' up
Halfway home, and my pager's still blowin' up
Today, I didn't even have to use my AK
I gotta say it was a good day, 

- Ice Cube

Kasia





2 Reply

1 week ago

Weak minded people easily fold under pressure (sheep). Those that think on their own know better.
GlassHouse101





2 Reply

1 week ago

Sure - listen to a degenerate Black rapper.
Falco_





2 5 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

"I never wanted to be controlled."

Only got rich because he pumped out degenerate trash for the jewish Hollywood entertainment industry.

Got it.

Falco_





1 Reply

1 week ago

I didn't take the jab for different reasons.

I believe these formulas were developed over years before covid was introduced, and they knew exactly
what they would do.

I also have zero trust in the MSM and the globalist overlords, and have learned to be highly skeptical of
mass organized events like the covid pandemic.

MrBoompi





1 Reply

1 week ago

I remembered when Ice Cube transitioned from Vanilla Ice.

One. Big. Ice Capade it was.

.

Boomhauer





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

Wasn't Ice Cube part of the group that had Easy E poisoned? I'm sure he's quite the authority on how to
avoid such things

AgShaman





Reply

1 week ago

Death Row Records/Suge Knight group is who Eazy was beefing with when he was poisoned. Suge
even alluded to it on Jimmy Kimmel show.

Ice Cube had left NWA by that time but went independent, as opposed to Dr Dre who left NWA and
started/joined with Death Row to openly beef with Eazy.

I'm sure Cube knows more about Eazy's demise than he let's on, so yeah I'd be adverse to needles as
well.

Feathered Serpent





1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Ban hip-hop

Causes brain cancer and rampant stupidity 

GhostOfSpacemonkey





1 1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Hip hop is the “Colored” minstrel show of the 21st century, owned and operated by white racist
Democrats, pardon the redundancy. A hundred years from now, black people will be as embarrassed
by it as they are today over Step ‘n Fetchit. 

Fishtowner





1 6 Reply

1 week ago

"Cube" should realize that the vaxxx was not developed in 6 months. They probably had it on the shelf for 6
years.  Trump was (and is) just a controlled opposition media shill. Just come on out and say that, Tucker . .
.

banned_on_the_run





1 Reply

1 week ago

Never forget, all the vaxxes were based off a digital blueprint that china 'gave' the world in January
2020. And whatever the vaxxed have can be spread to the unvaxxed so pretty much the entire western
world is f'd.

Its causing early onset alzheimers like symptoms in both the vaxxed and the unvaxxed, with major
tissue degradation as autopsies have shown.

Anyone can look at their own blood under a kids microscope and see if you have strange things in
there too. I don't know if its fixable, but Im trying.

KatLivesKatter





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

Smart man that keeps it simple! I like that! Much respect!
Imxploring





2 2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Yeah, yeah.

He's fabulous after the bloody fact of already 270 million Americans getting clot shots.

There is a line of thought that suggests hardly anyone gets as far as say an "ice cube" in politics or
show biz, without being selected by some very unsavory people.  

Athenian





3 Reply

1 week ago

This is disproven ma f*cking terially with zero members of congress doing anything to stop clot shots? 
How about law enforcement?  The military.  Doctors and scientists?  Religious leaders?  Business
leaders?

It's not a very big club?  And you ain't in it.  To win it.  

Awwwwwww!

 

You favorite actor or actress?

Here he is! He's doing it!  Sort of. 

After what!   270 million Americans got it.  Supposedly.  Those are not the numbers from the cdc?  Ok. 
Perhaps not the best source. 

They better f*cking not be.   Because another statistic is 675 million doses.  That would mean more
than one dose.  

But oh yeah!

"Here I come bro.  You know after the 270 million Americans got this sh*t, I had to say hold up bro!"  

Hahahahaha!

What a bunch of sh*t!

If you think about it.

You remember how to think, right Americans?

Athenian





1 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

99% of people just do what they are told to do by party members. It takes a lot of energy to think
about all the data you take in on a daily basis and usually just leaves more uncertain answers to
uncertain questions.

gunsfromthegrave





1 Reply

1 week ago

Newsflash:  Politicians and their agendas aren't so hidden.
Turin Turambar





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

Ice Cube is the real deal.  He's a motivator for the masses, and not just black masses.  Think about it.
pocomotion





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

Aww c'mon Cube. You shoulda driven around Crenshaw. Real slow, like. LOL
ancap_barbie





1 Reply

1 week ago

 

Good for him...

 

The Odessa File





1 2 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

Wow.  My comments are being zapped real good.  

Following your rules f*ckers.

Ok nevermind.

You are unf*ckers.  For the moment.

 

Athenian





1 Reply

1 week ago

Tucker on X

Tucker in X

Tucker is X

SwingingDick





1 Reply

1 week ago

Word.
crypto_master





1 Reply

1 week ago

Firing Tucker was the biggest mistake they ever made.  Tucker is smashing the corporate box to pieces with
interviews like this.  Bravo, great interview.  Ice Cube really surprised me, in a good way.

Robert De Zero





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

Washed up gangsta gives street wise knowledge.   As muricahn as apple pie.

 

JR Wirth





6 Reply

1 week ago (Edited)

You believe he was a gangsta? Prolly think Sylvester Stallone was a boxer too.

lol

Hugh Mungus





1 2 Reply

1 week ago

"If the truth hurts, say ouch." 
That pod





1 Reply

1 week ago

"It didn't change with Bush, with Clinton, elder Bush, Reagan, Carter. So at the end of the day, it's still the
same as it was."

He's right. We haven't had a successful, conservative President since Eisenhower. 

I LIKE IKE

cpnscarlet





1 1 Reply

1 week ago

It's interesting how Tucker Carlson manages to find the few intelligent black people out there.
Basspig





1 Reply

1 week ago

Filed under something an antagonist would say.
wh1te_mag1c





7 Reply

1 week ago

If you just go outside and talk to people you'll find some too.
Hugh Mungus





1 Reply

1 week ago

Intelligent ?

I'm a rapper, puts words together that ryme, 'cause I gots the time, I can make me somes dime.

Xaero





2 Reply

1 week ago

Yeah, we all can't be as smart as you.
Hugh Mungus





1 Reply

1 week ago

Here in after, safe and effective will mean deadly. 
wh1te_mag1c





1 8 Reply

1 week ago

So now you vaxx shirkers would rather heed the opinion of a gangsta rapper than scientists and doctors.

Darwin would be stunned.

DogPox





5 1 Reply

1 week ago

aren't you due for another booster?
desertdog





3 1 Reply

1 week ago

He's a glutton for punishment who comes here for the downvotes to his asenine comments, so he's
likely fully boosted.

DrakeProto





1 Reply

1 week ago

He's got a sore ass since they banned DogSpurt.
Porkemon





3 Reply

1 week ago

Up to date with my boosters. There may be another planned for my cohort in the autumn, but as yet
no decision has been made.

DogPox





7 Reply

1 week ago

Congratulations for letting others do the deciding for you.
DrakeProto





3 Reply

1 week ago

The decision as to whether to offer a booster. I decide if I want it.
DogPox





6

1 week ago

lol. 

the compliant sheep thinks he makes his own decisions.

desertdog





1

1 week ago

So your paralysing fear of death by disease or death by social ostracism did not coerce you
in any way in your "free" decision to protect yourself? Right...

ebola-ka-debola





2 Reply

1 week ago

you're kinda an idiot for taking these shots when paxlovid exists

i mean, kinda really stupid

rockinrole





2 Reply

1 week ago

I sure hope you were triple paper masked when you typed that. 
Dumpster Elite





Reply

1 week ago

Correlation doesn't imply causation, but then, vax cultists wouldn't know what that even means.
ebola-ka-debola
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